J OE’S M ARC H MOV I E R E LE A SE S

Tuesday, March 3
The Clinic (NR) Sci-Fi

Lily and Richard move to a luxurious and cult-like community, where Lily becomes
unsettled by the changes she observes in her husband and in her own physiology.
Dark Waters (PG13) Drama/Suspense – Mark Ruffalo, Tim Robbins
An attorney risks his career and family to bring justice to a community exposed
for decades to deadly chemicals.
Dog Walker (NR) Thriller
An investigative journalist, crippled with anxiety disorder, retires after a traumatic
assignment, only to be lured back into her worst nightmare by a psychotic stalker.
The Furies (NR) Horror
A woman is kidnapped and finds herself an unwilling participant in a deadly
game where women are hunted by masked men.
The Marshall (NR) Western
A movie company comes to Oklahoma to convince legendary lawman Bill
Tilghman to star in a bank robbery silent film featuring real outlaws.
Ne Zha (NR) Foreign/Animated/Action (China)
An outcast young boy, birthed with unique powers, must choose between good
and evil in order to break the shackles of fate and become the hero.
Over the Moon in Love (NR) Hallmark/Romance
With her matchmaking business on the verge of closing, Brooklyn finds herself in
the unique position to be featured in a magazine, but has to set up the writer with
her childhood friend Devin.
Pray for the Wildcats (1974) (NR) Classic/Adventure – William Shatner
A mad tycoon client makes three admen join him on a Baja California motorcycle
trip. Also starring Andy Griffith, Angie Dickinson, Robert Reed and Lorraine Gary.
Queen & Slim (R) Drama
A couple’s first date takes an unexpected turn when a police officer pulls them
over.
Radioflash (NR) Suspense/Sci-Fi
When an electromagnetic pulse kills power to more than 200 million people, a
teenage girl must help lead her family to survival in a dark new world.
The Sonata (NR) Suspense
A young violinist unravels her long lost father’s past, triggering dark forces that
reach beyond her imagination.
2 Graves in the Desert (NR) Crime/Thriller – Michael Madsen, William Baldwin
A man and woman wake to find themselves tied and gagged in the trunk of a
pick-up truck and soon realize they have been kidnapped and taken as hostages.
Warrant (NR) Western
Sheriff John Breaker and his son, Cal, reunite after the Civil War to track down a
fellow veteran, who is now a notorious gang leader.

When Calls the Heart: Finding Home (NR) Hallmark/Romance

It’s Christmas time once again in Hope Valley, and Lucas has taken it upon himself
to host a spectacular holiday festival for the town.

Tuesday, March 10

Bombshell (R) Drama – Charlize Theron, Nicole Kidman, Margot Robbie

A look inside the most controversial media empire of all time, Fox News, and the
explosive story of the women who brought down the infamous man who created it.
Charlie’s Angels (PG13) Action – Kristen Stewart, Naomi Scott, Ella Balinska
Director and co-writer Elizabeth Banks takes on the beloved franchise with this
latest Angels big screen treatment.
Inherit the Viper (R) Suspense/Mystery – Josh Hartnett
Three siblings in Appalachia get by as local opioid dealers, trying not to get caught
in the spiral of violence that comes with the territory.
Little Joe (NR) Horror/Drama
A plant breeder at a corporation that makes new species takes one home against
company rules as a gift for her son, but soon deperately regrets her decision.
Spies in Disguise (NR) Animated/Adventure – Will Smith, Tom Holland
When the world’s best spy is turned into a pigeon, he must rely on his nerdy tech
officer to save the world.
Temblores (NR) Foreign/Drama (Guatemala)
The coming out of an evangelical father shatters his family, his community and
uncovers a profoundly repressive society.
Uncut Gems (R) Crime/Drama – Adam Sandler
A charismatic New York City jeweler always on the lookout for the next big score
makes a series of high-stakes bets that could lead to the windfall of a lifetime.

Tuesday, March 17
Abigail (NR) Family/Fantasy

Abigail lives in a city whose borders were closed because of an epidemic and her
father was one of the sick. Going against the authorities to find her dad, she learns
that her city is actually full of magic.
Black Christmas (PG13) Horror
A group of female students are stalked by a stranger during their Christmas break,
and soon learns the killer is part of an underground college conspiracy.
47 Hours to Live (NR) Thriller
Two socially awkward teenage girls find a game on a creepy website that claims
you can use your phone to summon the supernatural, but if you lose your phone...
you’re dead.
A Hidden Life (NR) Foreign/Drama/War (Germany)
The Austrian Franz Jägerstätter, a conscientious objector, refuses to fight for the
Nazis in World War II.

I Do Not Care if We Go Down in History as Barbarians (NR) Foreign/ Shooting the Mafia (NR) Documentary
Drama (Romania) A young artist is planning to reconstruct a historical event
from 1941, during which the Romanian Army carried out ethnic cleansing on the
Eastern Front.
Intrigo: Death of an Author (R) Crime/Drama – Ben Kingsley
After an author named David plots the seemingly accidental murder of his wife, her
body is never recovered, and he’s convinced that she’s still alive.
Jumanji: The Next Level (NR) Adventure – Dwayne Johnson, Jack Black
The gang is back but the game has changed. As they return to Jumanji to rescue
one of their own, they discover that nothing is as they expect.
Landfall (NR) Suspense/Thriller
A young couple in Australia is trapped in their home by three fugitives and they
must rely on their wits and cunning to survive as a severe tropical cyclone looms.
Nefarious (NR) Horror/Suspense
Four would-be criminals get more than they bargained for following a botched
robbery, and must attempt to survive a predator of monstrous proportions.
A Pure Formality (1994) (NR) Foreign/Suspense (Italy) – Gerard Depardieu
A police inspector interrogates a man found along the road regarding a murder he
does not remember.
Raw Courage (1984) (NR) Classic/Suspense/War
Three guys in a desert marathon run into civilian commandos cranked up for war.
Superman: Red Son (PG13) Superheroes
When Krypton’s last son crash-lands in Cold War-era Russia instead of rural
Kansas, an alternate reality unfolds in this DC Elseworlds adventure.
Twin (NR) Drama – Kristofer Hivju
Suspense drama that examines what happens when one brother takes over the
life of his twin after a tragic accident.
Waldo on Weed (NR) Documentary
A couple begin a desperate search for alternative therapies when their young son
is diagnosed with eye cancer, and the chemotherapy makes him deathly ill.

Tuesday, March 24
Ága (NR) Foreign/Drama (Bulgaria)

In Northern Siberia, two indigenous Yakut live following their ancestral traditions,
while around them life is inevitably changing as climate change takes hold.
Asako I & II (NR) Foreign/Drama (Japan)
A young woman meets and falls madly in love with a drifter, Baku, who one day
abandons her. Two years later, Asako sees a young businessman who bears a
striking resemblance to her old flame, and her past comes back to life.
Clemency (R) Drama – Alfre Woodard, LaMonica Garrett
A female prison warden must confront the psychological and emotional demons
her job creates, ultimately connecting her to the man she is sanctioned to kill.
Come to Daddy (R) Comedy/Horror – Elijah Wood
A man in his thirties travels to a remote cabin to reconnect with his estranged
father.
Cunningham (NR) Documentary
This film traces Merce Cunningham’s early years as a struggling dancer in postwar
New York to his emergence as one of the world’s most visionary choreographers.
Downtown 81 (2000) (NR) Comedy/Drama – Michel Basquiat
After being released from the hospital, the artist Jean Michel Basquiat wanders
around Manhattan trying to sell his art to make money and find a place to stay.
The Grudge (R) Horror/Mystery
A house is cursed by a vengeful ghost that dooms those who enter it with a violent
death. Based on Ju-On: The Grudge written and directed by Takashi Shimizu.
Hunter’s Moon (R) Horror – Thomas Jane, Jay Mohr
Three teen girls throw a party, and are soon threatened by a gang of local boys
and an unseen, bloodthirsty predator hunting them one by one on the outside.
Jinpa (NR) Foreign/Drama (China)
A truck driver passing through the plains of Tibet picks up a young hitchhiker who
he learns is out to kill someone who wronged him earlier in life.
Rusty Boys (NR) Foreign/Comedy (Luxembourg)
Four elderly men are fed up with being walked all over and treated like children,
and plan a future without old people’s homes. But that’s easier said than done.

Retrospective of Italian photographer Letizia Battaglia, who spends her career
documenting the life and crimes of the Mafia.
The Song of Names (PG13) Drama – Tim Roth, Clive Owen
A man who has been haunted by the 1951 disappearance of his best friend, a
Polish Jewish virtuoso violinist, learns years later that he may in fact still be alive.
Suburban Birds (NR) Foreign/Drama (China)
An engineer investigating ground subsidence wanders into a suburban school and
finds a diary about a boy that may contain prophecies about his own life.
T-Rex (NR) Documentary/Sports
For the first time ever, women’s boxing was included in the 2012 Olympic Games.
This is the story of Claressa ‘T-Rex’ Shields, just 17-years-old, and by far the
youngest competitor, who fought for gold from the U.S. that year.
Unsupersize Us (NR) Documentary
Director Juan-Carlos Asse takes five subjects from his hometown that all suffer from
common health issues and puts them on regimen of a plant based diet and exercise
for six weeks.
Wackersdorf (NR) Foreign/Drama (Germany)
The Bavarian government plans to build an atomic reprocessing plant in an
economically depressed area in a billion-mark deal orchestrated by industrial and
political players.
The Witness (NR) Foreign/Drama (China/South Korea)
After escaping an abduction attempt, a blind woman and the young man who
witnessed the crime aid the police in trying to identify the man responsible.

Tuesday, March 31
Blood on Her Name (NR) Suspense/Mystery

A woman’s panicked decision to cover up an accidental killing spins out of control
when her conscience demands she return the dead man’s body to his family.
Coda (NR) Drama
A famous pianist struggling with stage fright late in his career finds inspiration with a
free-spirited music critic.
The Current War (PG13) Drama – Benedict Cumberbatch
The epic story of the cutthroat competition between the greatest inventors of the
industrial age over whose electrical system would power the new century.
Just One More Kiss (NR) Drama
“Til death do us part” wasn’t nearly long enough for Max and Abby as his ghost
returns to help her get over him. But with a second chance to be together, neither
will ever want to say goodbye again.
Mystify: Michael Hutchence (NR) Music/Documentary
Documentary feature about the troubled heart and soul of Michael Hutchence, lead
singer and songwriter of INXS.
The Nomads (NR) Drama
Amidst the chaos of massive budget cuts and school closures, a newly appointed
teacher introduces men’s rugby to an inner-city North Philadelphia high school.
Spy Intervention (NR) Action
When the world’s greatest spy meets the woman of his dreams, he abandons his
adventurous existence and settles into the security of suburbia.
Standing Up, Falling Down (NR) Comedy
A struggling stand-up comedian from L.A., forced to move back home to Eastern
Long Island with his tail between his legs, connects with a tragically flawed, but
charming and charismatic, alcoholic dermatologist.

New Series & TV Releases
Seven Worlds One Planet (BBC) (NR) – 3/3
Titans: Season 2 (NR) – 3/3
The Affair: The Final Season (NR) – 3/10
Treadstone: Season 1 (NR) – 3/24
Mr Robot: Season 4 (NR) – 3/31
Purge: Season 2 (NR) – 3/31

Visit www.joevideoonline.com for the latest detailed title information

